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Abstract 

 

Damage to nucleic acids is particularly hazardous because the genetic information in genomic 

DNAs, such as nuclear and mitochondrial DNAs, can thus be altered. Damage accumulated in 

cellular DNAs often initiates programmed cell death as well as mutagenesis. The former may 

cause degenerative diseases, and the latter may result in neoplasia and hereditary diseases. The 

accumulation of oxidative damage in cellular DNA or RNA is a result of the incorporation of 

the oxidized nucleotides generated in nucleotide pools as well as a result of their direct 

oxidation. Recent progress in studies of sanitization of nucleotide pools as well as DNA repair 

have revealed the impact of the oxidation of free nucleotides to be unexpectedly large in 

comparison to the direct oxidation of DNA. 
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Introduction 

 

Among the various types of oxidative damage in cellular macromolecules, damage 

to nucleic acids is particularly hazardous because the genetic information present in genomic 

DNAs, such as nuclear and mitochondrial DNAs, can thus be altered. The damage 

accumulated in cellular DNAs often results in not only mutagenesis but also in programmed 

cell death, and the former may initiate carcinogenesis in somatic cells and mutations fixed in 

germ lines cause genetic polymorphism or result in hereditary diseases with a malfunction of 

the gene(s), while the latter often causes degenerative diseases.1 There are two alternative 

pathways for the accumulation of oxidative bases in cellular DNA or RNA; one is a result of 

the incorporation of the oxidized nucleotides generated in nucleotide pools, while the other 

is a result of their direct oxidation. Recent progress in studies of the sanitization of 

nucleotide pools as well as DNA repair has revealed that the impact of oxidation of free 

nucleotides is unexpectedly large in comparison to the direct oxidation of DNA.2, 3 In this 

chapter, we focus on the oxidation of purine nucleotides and review the biological 

consequences that have been revealed in either studies with mutant cells or in animals 

lacking such sanitizing enzymes. 

  

Oxidation of Free Nucleotides And Their Mutability 

Kasai and Nishimura4 reported that among the guanine residues in various froms of 

nucleic acids such as deoxyguanosine (dG), poly G, poly(dG-dC):poly(dG-dC), denatured or 

native calf thymus DNA, the C-8 position of dG is the most effectively oxidized by ascorbic 

acid in the presence of O2 or H2O2 (Fig. 1A). They also showed that the reaction was also 

catalyzed by Fe2+-EDTA (FeSO4, EDTA). Next, Mo et al.5 reported that the incubation of 

dGTP with H2O and ascorbic acid converts up to 10% of them into 8-hydroxy-

2’deoxyguanosine triphospohate (8-OH-dGTP). Later, Kamiya and Kasai6 demonstrated that 

treatment with Fe2+-EDTA generates 8 to 9 times more 8-hydroxy-7,8-dihydroguanine (8-OH-

Gua) residues in the nucleotide dGTP than in DNA. Interestingly, the C8 position of dATP is 

not attacked in the treatment, instead, the C2-position of dATP was effectively oxidized, thus 

yielding 2-hydroxy-2’-deoxy-adeniosine (2-OH-dATP) (Fig. 1A). However, the treatment 

with Fe2+-EDTA did generate 2-hydroxy-adenine (2-OH-Ade) residues in DNA as little as 

1.5% the level of 2-OH-Ade residues that are formed from dATP. To obtain 8-OH-dATP (Fig. 

1A), -irradiation was applied to dATP solution.7 As a result, free nucleotides are more 
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susceptible to oxidation by reactive oxygen species (ROS) than DNA, however, it is very 

difficult to detect such oxidized nucleotides in vivo,8 probably because the dNTP precursors 

are newly synthesized just prior to DNA replication.9, 10  

 It has been established that 8-OH-dGTP, 2-OH-dATP are frequently misinserted 

opposite an incorrect base in the template DNA by various replicative DNA polymerases 

from bacteria to human (Fig. 1B).11-14 Furthermore, Inoue et al.15 showed that these oxidized 

nucleotides indeed increased certain mutations when they are introduced into E. coli cells. 

As summarized in Figure 2, 8-OH-dGTP is misinserted opposite adenine as well as cytosine 

in the tempate DNA, thus causing mainly an A:T to C:G transversion mutation after two 

rounds of replication. 2-OH-dATP tends to mostly be misinserted opposite guanine, thus 

inducing mainly G:C to T:A transversion mutation.  

 

Removal of Oxidized Nucleotides by Sanitaization of Nucleotide Pools 

E. coli mutT mutants exhibit the strongest mutator phenotype among all known E. 

coli mutator mutants, and the spontaneous occurrence of A:T to C:G transversion mutation 

increases 1000-fold in comparison to wild type.16 Maki and Sekiguchi11 demonstrated that 

MutT protein hydrolyzes 8-OH-dGTP to 8-OH-dGMP and pyrophosphate, thus sanitizing 

nucleotide pool. MutT protein also efficiently hydrolyzes 8-OH-GTP, and mutT mutants 

accumulate 8-OH-Gua in mRNA which also results in the production of mutant proteins.17 E. 

coli has an backup enzyme for MutT, namely RibA which is a GTP cyclohydrolase II and it 

partially suppresses the mutT mutator phenotype by hydrolyzing 8-OH-dGTP.18 The E. coli 

Orf135 protein was recently reported to be able to hydrolyze 2-OH-dATP,19 while Ortf17 

(NtpA) protein hydrolyzes 8-OH-dATP and 8-OH-dADP as well as dATP/dADP.20 Orf135 

mutants exhibit a 2-fold increase in the spontaneous occurrence of A:T to C:G transversion, 

and the introduction of 2-OH-dATP, but not 8-OH-dGTP or other nucleotides, into Orf135 

mutants, thereby specifically increasing the mutation frequency in comparison to wild type.21 

MutT, Orf135 and Orf17 proteins only share the phopshohydolase module or MutT signature 

corresponding to the 23 residues from Gly37 to Gly59 of E. coli MutT, which constitute the 

active center hydrolyzing phosphodiester bonds of the substrates (Fig. 2).22-24 

We have previously identified mammalian homologs of the MutT protein from 

humans and designated it as MTH1 (MutT homolog-1).5, 25, 26 We reported that MTH1, but 

not MutT, efficiently hydrolyzes 2 forms of oxidized dATP, 2-OH-dATP and 8-OH-dATP, as 

well as 8-OH-dGTP,7 while MTH1 also hydrolyzes 2-OH-ATP, 8-OH-GTP and 8-oxo-ATP.27 
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Among them, MTH1 has the highest affinity to 2-OH-ATP (Km=4.3µM), while the highest 

catalyticefficiency was observed in 2-OH-dATP (kcat/Km=1.68 s-1µM-1) (Fig. 2). We recently 

determined the solution structure of MTH1 by multi-dimensional heteronuclear NMR 

spectroscopy (Fig. 4A).28 The protein adopts a highly similar folding pattern to E. coli MutT,23 

despite the low sequence similarity outside the conserved phosphohydrolase module.29, 30 The 

substrate binding pockets are dissimilar to each other, which may account for the different 

substrate specificities observed for the two enzymes. Based on the arrangement of the pocket-

forming residues, combined with the mutagenesis data, we generated models for the substrate 

recognition of MTH1, in which Asn-33 and Asp-119 play pivotal roles in discriminating the 

oxidized form of purine, namely 8-OH-Gua and 2-OH-Ade, while Trp-117 is important for 

determining the affinity with the purine rings (Fig. 4B, C).28, 31  

Recently, by searching for proteins with the phosphohydrolase module (Fig. 3), two 

other mammalian proteins, MTH2 and NUDT5, were identified to hydrolyze either 8-OH-

dGTP or 8-OH-dGDP to 8-OH-dGMP, respectively.32, 33 The discovery of NUDT5 with 8-

OH-dGDPase further revealed that MTH1 and MutT can hydrolyze 8-OH-dGDP as well as 

their triphosophate forms.34, 35 In addition, similar to MutT, MTH1 hydrolyzes 8-OH-dGTP/8-

OH-dGDP and 8-OH-GTP/8-OH-GDP to the monophosphates, while NUDT5 only 

hydrolyzes 8-OH-dGDP and 8-OH-GDP. Since MTH1 also recognizes oxidized forms of 

dATP and ATP as mentioned above, we expect that their diphosphate forms can be hydrolyzed 

by MTH1, thus indicating that MTH1 is the most powerful enzyme for the sanitization of 

nucleotide pools (Fig. 5).  

8-OH-GTP can be generated not only by the direct oxidation of GTP but also by the 

phosphorylation of 8-OH-GDP by nucleotide diphosphate kinase, and 8-OH-GTP thus formed 

can serve as a substrate for RNA polymerase II to induce transcription errors.36 The 

degradation product by MTH1/2, NUDT5 or MutT activity, i.e., 8-OH-GMP, cannot be 

reutilized, since guanylate kinase, which has the potential to phosphorylate both GMP and 

dGMP, is inactive on 8-OH-GMP. Ribonucleotide reductase, which catalyzes the reduction of 

four naturally occurring ribonucleoside diphosphates, cannot convert 8-OH-GDP to 8-OH-

dGDP. However, ribonucleotide reductase itself may oxidize its products, namely 

deoxyribonucleoside diphosphates, since it contains a stable tyrosyl radical which is a strong 

oxidant (Fig. 5).37  

Since MutT homologs are conserved from E. coli to humans, one can expect that all 

organisms should have such homologs. In Arabidopsis thaliana, there are more than 10 
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proteins with the phosphohysrolase module (AtNUDT1 to –11), and AtNUDT1 has been 

proven to have the ability to hydrolyze 8-OH-dGTP to 8-OH-dGMP.38 We also searched for 

the candidates with the phosphohydrolase module for the homologs of MutT/MTH1 in yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae.39 Among the 5 identified candidates, a biochemical analysis 

indicated that YLR151c protein is capable of hydrolyzing both 8-OH-dGTP and 2-OH-dATP 

to the monophosphates. YLR151c was able to suppress the occurrence of A:T to C:G 

trannsversion caused by the misincorporation of 8-OH-dGTP in an E. coli mutT deficient strain. 

The frequency of the spontaneous mutation in a yeast strain deficient in YLR151c swas ~14-

fold higher than that in the wild type.  

 

Mutagenesis and Carcinogenesis Caused by the Accumulation of Oxidized Nucleotides 

and Prevention by MTH1 

In order to elucidate the biological consequence of the cellular accumulation of 

oxidized nucleotides, we established MTH-null embryonic stem (ES) cells, MTH-null mice 

and embryonic fibroblast cell lines derived from the mice. MTH1-null ES cells exhibits a 

two-fold increased spontaneous mutation rate, thus confirming that MTH1 indeed plays a 

role in avoiding errors caused by 8-OH-dGTP or 2-OH-dATP in the nuclear gemome.40 

Furthermore, MTH1-null mice exhibited a several-fold increased incidence of spontaneous 

carcinogenesis in the liver, with less of an increase in the lung and stomach, at about 1.5 

years after birth, in comparison to wild-type mice,40 probably because of their mutator 

phenotype. We also recently reported that an overexpression of human MTH1 (hMTH1) in 

mismatch-deficient mouse embryo fibroblasts efficiently suppresses the increased 

spontaneous mutagenesis, thus indicating that the oxidation of the nucleotide pool is a 

significant contributor to spontaneous genetic instability in mismatch repair deficient cells.41 

 

Cellular Dysfunction Caused by the Accumulation of Oxidized Nucleotides and Its 

Prevention by MTH1 

We recently reported that lung adenoma/carcinoma spontaneously developed in 

OGG1-null mice at about 1.5 years after birth, in which 8-oxoG was found to accumulate in 

their genomes due to the lack of an excision repair of 8-oxoG initiated by 8-OH-Gua DNA 

glycosylase encoded by the Ogg1 gene. We then found that no tumor was formed in the 

lungs of mice lacking both OGG1 and MTH1 proteins, in spite of the increased 

accumulation of 8-oxoG in the mice.42 This observation suggests that a Mth1 gene disruption 
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resulted in a suppression of the tumorigenesis caused by an OGG1-deficiency. If an 

accumulation of a large amount of 8-OH-dGTP and 8-OH-GTP in nucleotide pools or 8-OH-

Gua in cellular DNA and RNA results in cell death, one can expect that cancer stem cells 

lacking both OGG1 and MTH1 proteins may not survive to produce progenitors with 

mutations in either protooncogenes or tumor suppressor genes, thus suppressing 

carcinogenesis in mice. 

 Indeed, MTH1-null mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEF) were highly susceptible to 

cell dysfunction and death caused by exposure to H2O2, with morphological features of 

pyknosis and electron dense deposits accumulated in the mitochondria. The cell death 

observed was not dependent on either poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase or caspases. A 

continuous accumulation of 8-OH-Gua both in the nuclear and mitochondrial DNA was 

observed after exposure to H2O2. All of the H2O2-induced alterations observed in MTH1-null 

MEFs were effectively suppressed by the expression of wild-type hMTH1 (Fig. 6), while 

they were only partially suppressed by the expression of mutant hMTH1 which possessed 

either 8-OH-dGTPase or 2-OH-dATPase activity.43 MTH1 thus protects the cells from 

H2O2-induced cell dysfunction and death by hydrolyzing oxidized purine nucleotides. These 

results explain why mice lacking both OGG1 and MTH1 developed dramatically fewer lung 

tumors than did OGG1-null mice. 

The increased expression of MTH1 protein in human tumor tissues including brain 

tumors, kidney, lung and liver cancers is accompanied by an increased accumulation of 8-

OH-Gua in the malignant tissues or surrounding normal tissues,44-47 thus indicating an 

increased degree of oxidative stress in the tumor tissues. In glioma cases, the levels of 

MTH1expression and 8-oxoG accumulation correlated significantly with the malignancy of 

glioma, thus suggesting that MTH1 may protect cancer cells against increased oxidative 

stress.45 Recently, Spenia et al.48 reported that among the several different components 

contributing to the maintenance of 8-OH-Gua levels in human DNA, the greatest contributor 

is the removal of 8-OH-dGTP from the cellular nucleotide pool by hMTH1, especially in 

non-small cell lung cancer patients. We may thus conclude that cancer cells exposed to 

higher oxidative stress require an increased expression of MTH1 for their survival. It is 

noteworthy that OGG1 is easily inactivated under oxidative conditions,49 however, we did 

not observe an increased expression of OGG1 in cancer tissue specimens. 

 Since MTH1 efficiently protects cells from oxidative stress, we propose that the 

compounds which suppress the MTH1 function or expression must thus be new candidates 
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for chemotherapy of cancer to sensitize cancer cells against certain types of anticancer drugs. 

The structure of the substrate-binding pocket of hMTH1 and its catalytic mechanism 

together with MTH1-null mouse embryo fibroblasts expressing hMTH1 provide the 

theoretical basis for both the drug design and the development of practical screening system 

for such compounds. 

 

Neuronal Accumulation of Oxidized Nucleotides Causes Neurodegeneration, 

Suppression by MTH1 

Oxidative DNA damage, such as 8-OH-Gua, has been demonstrated to accumulate 

both in nuclear and mitochondrial genomes during aging, and such accumulation is likely to 

increase dramatically in patients with various neurodegenerative diseases, such as 

Parkinson’s disease (PD),50, 51 Alzheimer’s disease (AD)52 or amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

(ALS).53  

We have showen that a significant increase of 8-OH-Gua in the cytoplasm or 

mitochondria was accompanied with a coincidentally elevated expression of MTH1 and the 

mitochondrial form of OGG1 (OGG1-2a)54 in the substantia nigral neurons of PD patients.50, 

55 In postmortem tissue specimens from patients with AD, the expression levels of MTH1 in 

the entorhinal cortex were also elevated, while the levels of MTH1 apparently decreased in 

the stratum lucidum at CA3 corresponding to mossy fiber synapses, where MTH1 is highly 

expressed in the control subjects.56 In contrast, OGG1-2a was found to decrease in the 

orbitofrontal gyrus and the entorhinal cortex in AD patients in comparison to that in control 

cases.57 The accumulation of 8-OH-Gua was increased in a majority of the large motor 

neurons in the ALS cases with a decreased expression of OGG1-2a but not MTH1. 53 It is 

thus likely that OGG1-2a is indeed unstable under increased oxidative stress, in comparison 

to MTH1. 

We recently found the levels of 8-OH-Gua in cellular DNA and RNA to increase in 

the mouse nigrostriatal system during the tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)-positive dopamine 

neuron loss induced by the administration of 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine 

(MPTP). MTH1-null mice exhibited a greater accumulation of 8-OH-Gua in mitochondrial 

DNA accompanied by a more significant decrease in TH- and dopamine transporter (DAT)-

positive fiber in the striatum after MPTP administration, than wild-type mice (Fig. 7).58 We 

thus demonstrated that MTH1 indeed protects the dopamine neurons from oxidative damage 

in the nucleic acids, especially in the mitochondrial DNA of striatal nerve terminals of 
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dopamine neurons.  

 

Oxidative Deamination of Nucleotides and Its Biological Consequences 

Two purine bases present in DNA molecules have an amino group in their structure.  

Oxidative deamination converts adenine and guanine to hypoxanthine and xanthine, 

respectively. For example, an exposure of human cell to nitrite, which leads to the intracellular 

generation of reactive nitrogen species, induces the deamination of purine in cellular DNA.59 

Deoxyinosine triphosopahte (dITP), a hypoxantine-containing nucleotide, is inserted opposite 

cytosine in the DNA template, and any dNTP can be incorporated opposite hypoxantine in 

template DNA by DNA polymerase I,60 thus inducing mutations. Similar to 8-OH-Gua, it is 

considered that hypoxantine in genomic DNA arises from two independent pathways: one is 

a consequence of the direct deamination of adenine bases in DNA, while the other is a 

consequence of the incorporation of dITP which is generated in the resident nucleotide pool 

during DNA synthesis. To prevent the latter pathway, organisms possess inosine triphosphate 

pyrophosphatase (ITPase), which hydrolyzes deaminated purine nucleoside triphosphates, 

such as ITP, dITP and XTP.61,62  

In E. coli, ITPase is encoded by the rdgB gene. In contrast to MutT or MTH1, 

ITPase lacks the phosphohydrolase module, and it acts as a homodimer. A mutant lacking 

the rdgB gene is viable but it shows synthetic lethality with recA or recBC mutation.63 The 

lethality of rdgB recA or rdgB recBC double mutants can be suppressed by the inactivation 

of endonuclease V which initiates the excision of deoxyinosine (dI) or deoxyxanthosine (dX) 

incorporated into DNA.64 It is likely that an ITPase deficiency results in the accumulation of 

its substrate nucleotides, dITP or dXTP in the nucleotide pool, thus causing an increased 

accumulation of dI or dX in DNA, and a further excision repair initiated by endonuclease V 

leads to chromosomal fragmentation in recA or recBC mutants. A deficiency in the ITPase in 

a human individual was first reported to have an elevated ITP level in erythrocytes as an 

inherited abnormality.65 However, such individuals do not exhibit any abnormal phenotype 

even with an accumulation of ITP in the erythrocytes. A cDNA for human ITPase was 

isolated and its gene ITPA was identified,61 and the structure of the hITPA gene and 

nucleotide alterations responsible for the ITPase deficiency were reported.66 In the adult 

mouse, the Itpa gene is strongly expressed in the brain and testes, although mRNA was 

observed in all types of tissue. Mouse ITPA protein is expressed in postmitotic neurons as 

well as in proliferative tissues.67 It is known that nitric oxide (NO) , a neurotransmitter, 
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promotes the deamination of various molecules,68 thus increasing the intracellular 

concentration of ITP/dITP or XTP/dXTP in the brain. The function of ITPase may thus be 

important to eliminate these deamination products of dATP/ATP and dGTP/GTP in the 

brain, which are substrates for DNA and RNA synthesis, while also acting as a cofactors in 

many kinds of protein function.   

 

Conclusion 

The availability of MTH1-null cells or mice together with the quantitative and in situ 

detection of 8-OH-Gua significantly improved our understanding of the biological 

consequences of their accumulation. However, other oxidized nucleotides such as 2-OH-

dATP/2-OH-ATP whose quantitative measurements have not yet been established, may have 

even more of an impact on human diseases. The discovery of an enzyme that specifically 

hydrolyzes dITP/ITP or dXTP/XTP, and which are products of the oxidative deamination of 

dATP/ATP or dGTP/GTP, further emphasizes the impact of the oxidation of nucleotides on 

cellular dysfunction. In this chapter, we did not discuss oxidized pyrimidine nucleoside 

triphosphates, since there has yet to be a report describing an enzyme(s) which hydrolyzes 

them. 
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Figure 1. Oxidized purine nucleoside triphosphates and their base pairing. 

A. The structure of oxidized purine nucleoside triphosphates. The chemical structures were 

drowned using CS ChemDraw (Cambridge Soft, Cambridge MA). The oxygen or hydroxy 

group acquired from ROS is shown in black box. B. 8-OH-Gua (GO) and 2-OH-Ade (AO) 

can pair with adenine (A) or guanine (G) in template DNA, respectively, during DNA 

replication.69 
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Figure 2. Mutagenesis caused by the oxidation of nucleic acids and error avoiding 

mechanisms in mammals. 8-OH-Gua accumulates in DNA, as a result of the incorporation 

of 8-OH-dGTP from the nucleotide pools or because of direct oxidation of DNA, increases 

the occurrence of A:T to C:G or G:C to T:A transversion mutation, while 2-OH-A is mainly 

derived from the incorporation of 2-OH-dATP from nucleotide pools. The accumulation of 

8-OH-Gua or 2-OH-A in DNA is minimized by the coordinated actions of MTH1 (oxidized 

purine nucleoside triphosphatase), OGG1 (8-OH-Gua DNA glycosylase) and MUTYH 

(Adenine/2-OH-A DNA glycosylase).69 GO: 8-OH-Gua, AO: 2-OH-Ade. Bold lines: 

Nascent strands of DNA.  
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Figure 3. Phosphohydrolase module conserved among various enzymes which 

hydrolyze oxidized purine nucleoside triphosphates. The 23 residue modules from human 

MTH1 (hMTH1), hNUDT5, mouse MTH2 (mMTH2) , A. thaliana NUDT1 (AtNUDT1), S. 

cerevisiae YLR151c (ScYLR151c), E. coli Orf135 (EcOrf135), Orf17 (EcOrf17), and MutT 

(EcMutT) proteins are aligned.  In hMTH1, Residues 36-43 in hMTH1 and residues 37 to 

45 in E. coli MutT constitute loop I, residiues 44-58 in hMTH1 and residues 46 to 59 in 

MutT constitute -helix I. Conserved amino acid residues are shown in black. The residues 

with an asterisk in hMTH1 and MutT indicate those that could not be replaced by any other 

residue without losing their function.22,30 
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Figure 4. Structure of MTH1 and the docking model of MTH1 with 2-OH-dATP or 8-

OH-dGTP. A. Ribbon representations of MTH1 (PDB code, 1iRY) with N33, D119, W117 

residues. A model of the MTH11:8-OH-dGTP (B) and the MTH 2-OH-dATP (C) complexes 

is shown.69 (Courtesy of Dr. M. Mishima) 
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Figure 5. Sanitization of 8-OH-Gua containing nucleotides in mammalian cells. 8-OH-

Gua containing nucleotides are generated by ROS, as shown by the open arrows. MTH1 

protein hydrolyzes both 8-OH-dGTP and 8-OH-dGDP to 8-OH-dGMP, and also hydrolyzes 

8-OH-GTP and 8-OH-GDP to 8-OH-GMP. MTH2 hydrolyzes only 8-OH-dGTP, while 

NUDT5 hydrolyzes 8-OH-dGDP and 8-OH-GDP to the monophosphates. 8-OH-dG, 8-

hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine; 8-OH-rG, 8-hydroxy-guanosine; RNR, ribonucleotide 

reductase. 
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Figure 6. MTH1 protects the cells from oxidative stress. A. The cells exposed to 500µM 

H2O2 for 24 h were stained with Hoechst33342 and propidium iodide (PI). B. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy with anti-8-hydroxy-2’-deoxyguanosine (8-OH-dG) 8hr 

after exposure to H2O2. C. Cells exposed to H2O2 for 24 h were examined by electron 

microscopy. All of the H2O2-induced alterations observed in MTH1-null MEFs (MTH1-null) 

were effectively suppressed by the expression of wild-type human MTH1 (hMTH1). 
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Figure 7. MTH1 protects dopamine neurons from MPTP-induced oxidative stress. A. 

Striatal immunoreactivities for TH and DAT were examined in the sections prepared from 

the mice administered MPTP. MPTP (30 mg/kg) was administered i.p to wild-type and 

MTH1-null mice once a day for 5 consecutive days. At 7 days after the last injection, the 

mice were sacrificed for the analyses. B. The localization of 8-OH-dG in the striatal terminal 

fibers of dopamine neurons determined by laser scanning confocal microscopy. The sections 

prepared from wild-type and MTH1-null mice 12 h after MPTP injection (30mg/kg, i.p.) 

were stained for 8-OH-dG in DNA with the N45.1 mAb (green), nuclear DNA with DAPI 

(blue), TH (red), and their merged images are shown. The sections were pre-treated only 

with RNase. 
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